
 
Reference Motorized 

 
§   Velvet borders  The only retractable screen in the world with fabric 
velvet borders allow for complete overscan absorption.  Nothing gives you 
the light absorptive power of black velvet fabric.  Black paints look grey in 
comparison to our two inch black velvet fabric.  We have patented tension 
features that allow the velvet borders to hide the tab tensioning, roll up 
flat with the screen material, and give you the sharp-edged, high- contrast 
image "pop" that only the best fixed frame screens can offer.  

§   Stealth Uni-tab™ tensioned  Patented stealth uni-tab tensioning hides most of the tension system behind the 
screen for a concealed, sophisticated look, minimal width penalty, and no hourglass shape.  Continuous tensioning along 
the uni-tab eliminates edge pulling distortion and puckering. 

§   Enlightor-4K  The industry reference ultra-fine weave without a minimum seating distance.  S-SE manufactures the 
only retractable acoustically transparent screen with an ultra-fine weave material for resolutions beyond 4K. 

§   Integrated black backing layer Allows use in front of flat panels and light colored surfaces. 

§   Extruded aluminum case, premium finishes Thick wall, custom extruded aluminum cases available with satin 
black powder coat, or optional Infinite Black velvet, hardwood and custom finishes. 

                           

Multi-Format Retractable (MFR) 

An option for the motorized electric screens adds an acoustically 
transparent secondary masking layer on a front roller.  The MFR is sold 
with either a lateral system (two side masks) to display 16:9 while 
maintaining a constant image height on a 2.37 screen, or a horizontal 
system (one top mask) to display 2.40 while maintaining a constant image 
width on a 16:9 screen.  Either of the masking options descends and 
ascends via a second roller, hidden in the double-deep, on-ceiling case.  

The MFR perfectly achieves the same performance and multiple aspect 
ratio conveniences of our home theater-optimized Reference Fixed-Frame 
series.  This is a win for homeowners that want to experience these same 
attributes in a non-dedicated room, such as a living or multipurpose room, 
where the film screen can drop in front of a flat-panel with the speaker 
locations no longer an issue and completely disappear when not in use. 


